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Outline

• Review of L4D-Var for BGC models
• NRT system
• Ecosystem responses to physical drivers in 

coastal regions 
– Recent warm period in the CCS



BGC L4D-Var Review

Logarithm transformation
Surface chl-a

Campbell (1995)

• Gaussian data vs skewed data

• Positive and negative variables vs 
positive definite concentrations

• We assume lognormal variables

• For 4D-Var, requires additional 
linearizations



BGC Review – Fully Coupled G4DVar and 
L4DVar using augmented state vector

Gaussian Cost function

Lognormal Cost function

• Cost functions can be 
combined in terms of 
augmented state vector 
and error covariances
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is more common in physical applications ( Stammer et al., 2002; 
Powell et al., 2008; Forget, 2010 ). In some cases, model deficien- 
cies or inconsistencies have been identified through unsuccessful 
parameter estimation when the model is ultimately unable to rep- 
resent observed features ( Fennel et al., 2001 ). 

Although estimating state variables and model parameters us- 
ing variational methods is similar, one important difference ex- 
ists for biogeochemical problems. In both cases, control variables 
are optimally adjusted to minimize a cost function that is often 
defined as a quadratic misfit between the observations and cor- 
responding model states. The difference lies in the statistics of 
the control variables and their errors. In parameter estimation, it 
is generally assumed a priori that the parameters are consistent 
with a Gaussian distribution, although recent work suggests this 
is not always the case ( Mattern et al., 2012; Fiechter et al., 2013 ). 
However, the probability density function (PDF) of biogeochemi- 
cal state variables is not Gaussian but better represented by a log- 
normal distribution (e.g., see Campbell, 1995  for analysis of satel- 
lite chlorophyll). In addition, biogeochemical variables are positive- 
definite. If a prior Gaussian distribution is assumed to estimate the 
state variables, it is possible that the maximum likelihood value of 
the posterior PDF may be negative. This means that the prior Gaus- 
sian distribution assumption can lead to negative posterior concen- 
trations for biogeochemical state variables after fitting the obser- 
vations. In contrast, a lognormal distribution constrains the opti- 
mal posterior estimation to be always positive. Thus, it is desirable 
to reformulate the variational method using the assumption of a 
lognormal distribution for biogeochemical variables for computing 
posterior model state estimation. 

Fletcher and Zupanski (2006a ) introduce a 3-dimensional vari- 
ational method based on the assumption that variables are log- 
normally distributed, and it is expanded to a 4-dimensional varia- 
tional method (4DVar) in Fletcher (2010) . Song et al. (2012) trans- 
form biological variables to log-space where their distribution is 
more Gaussian and apply an incremental form of this method to a 
one dimensional nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton (NPZ) model 
in a twin experiment. In the incremental approach, small adjust- 
ments, or increments, to the state vector (in this case, model ini- 
tial conditions) are determined using a tangent linear assumption 
( Courtier et al., 1994 ). A maximum likelihood value of the pos- 
terior PDF is determined in log-space and then transformed back 
to the original space using the exponential function. Their results 
show significant improvement in ecosystem model state estimates 
for both observed and unobserved variables. This method implic- 
itly preserves the positive-definite property because the exponen- 
tial function maps any input to a positive value. Fletcher and Jones 
(2014) introduce a multiplicative incremental variational data as- 
similation method in which the optimization problem is expressed 
with geometric tangent linear model and does not go through the 
transformation to log-space. 

Although 4DVar with the assumption of lognormally distributed 
variables and errors (L4DVar) is more appropriate for biogeochem- 
ical data assimilation, its practical implementation in a realistic 
configuration can be problematic. In conventional 4DVar that a pri- 
ori assumes variables and errors are Gaussian distributed (G4DVar), 
the optimal state estimates are often obtained from the incre- 
mental formulation that seeks the optimal increment to the back- 
ground state. In this case, the increment is assumed to be small 
compared to the prior (or background) and its evolution reason- 
ably approximated by linearized model dynamics about a nonlin- 
ear model trajectory. This incremental approach reduces the op- 
timization problem to finding the minimum of a quadratic cost 
function and is formally equivalent to a truncated Gauss–Newton 
approach ( Lawless et al., 2005  ). However, in the incremental for- 
mulation of L4DVar, the cost function remains non-quadratic un- 
der the incremental assumption because of the logarithmic con- 

version of variables. The multiplicative incremental cost function 
in Fletcher and Jones (2014) is also non-quadratic. Consequently, 
the minimization algorithm requires several times more computa- 
tion than incremental G4DVar. 

In this study, we formulate an incremental L4DVar in quadratic 
form by making a first order, linear approximation for the non- 
linear terms using a Taylor expansion. The quadratic form of in- 
cremental L4DVar uses the same tangent linear model, adjoint 
model and minimization algorithm as incremental G4DVar, making 
the implementation straightforward. We evaluate its performance 
based on a nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus (NPZD) 
model coupled to an ocean circulation model, the Regional Ocean 
Modeling System (ROMS), in a twin experiment framework config- 
ured for the California Current System (CCS). Results of quadratic 
form of incremental L4DVar from the twin experiment is compared 
with that of G4DVar and the discussion about the properties of 
quadratic incremental L4DVar follows. 
2. Incremental 4DVAR 
2.1. Gaussian 4DVar 

One fundamental assumption in variational methods, though 
not always rigorously correct ( Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007  ), is 
that the distributions of observational errors and control variables 
are close to Gaussian. Bayes’ theorem can be used to derive the 
cost function for variables having a Gaussian distribution ( Lorenc, 
1986 ). 
J G (x 0 ) = 1 

2 (x 0 − x b, 0 ) T B −1 (x 0 − x b, 0 ) 
+ 1 
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N o ! 

i =1 (y i − x o i ) T R −1 
i (y i − x o i ) , (1) 

where x 0 = [ x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] T 0 is a state vector at the ini- 
tial time, x b , 0 represents the background initial condition, y i = 
[ y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m i ] T i is the i th observation set out of a total number 
of N o , and x o 

i = [ x o 1 , x o 2 , . . . , x o m i ] T i represents the model state evalu- 
ated at the observation points. Matrices, B and R i , represent back- 
ground and observational error covariance matrices, respectively. 
In general, the control variables may include surface and lateral 
boundary conditions and model errors, but in the case considered 
the control vector comprises only the model initial conditions. The 
vector, x o 

i , can be expressed in terms of the nonlinear model M i, 0 
that integrates the initial condition to t = t i , and the observation 
operator H i that maps integrated model solutions from the model 
space to the observation locations. Thus x o 

i = H i (M i, 0 (x 0 )) , and we 
seek the solution x a , 0 that minimizes (1) . 

The cost function J G can be rewritten in the incremental form 
( Courtier et al., 1994 ), 
J G (δx 0 ) = 1 
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where d i = y i − H i (M i, 0 (x b, 0 )) , and matrices, H i and M i , 0 , are tan- 
gent linear representations of H i and M i, 0 , respectively. The cost 
function J G is now quadratic in δx 0 , and the computation for 
δx 0 reduces to the linear problem, A δx 0 = h , where A = B −1 + " N o 

i =1 M T 
i, 0 H T 

i R −1 
i H i M i, 0 is the Hessian matrix of J G in (2) and h = 

" N o 
i =1 M T 

i, 0 H T 
i R −1 

i d i . In realistic atmospheric and oceanic problems, 
the size of A often exceeds 10 8 ∼ 10 9 , which makes computation 
of the inverse of A difficult or impossible. However, the direct in- 
verse computation can be avoided using an iterative, optimization 
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and (x o 
b,i ) j is the j th element of the vector x o 

b,i . Eq. (12) can then 
be expanded as 
ln (x o b,i + δx o i ) ≈ ln x o b,i + L i H i M i, 0 (x a, 0 − x b, 0 ) 

= ln x o b,i + L i H i M i, 0 (x b, 0 ◦ exp (δg 0 ) − x b, 0 ) , (14) 
and can be further linearized as 
ln (x o b,i + δx o i ) ≈ ln x o b,i + L i H i M i, 0 (x b, 0 ◦ (1  n + δg 0 ) − x b, 0 ) 

= ln x o b,i + L i H i M i, 0 x b, 0 ◦ δg 0 
= ln x o b,i + L i H i M i, 0 X b, 0 δg 0 , (15) 

where X b , 0 is a diagonal matrix comprised of the elements of x b , 0 . 
As a result, the cost function for incremental L4DVar in (8) can 

be written 
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(16) 
where p i = ln y i − ln x o 

b,i , and (16) is now quadratic with respect to 
δg 0 . The gradient of J L with respect to δg 0 is 
∂ J L 
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and the Hessian is 
∂ 2 J L 
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X b, 0 . (18) 
The optimal solution δg 0 can be estimated using the Lanczos 

form of conjugate gradient algorithm as described in Section 2.1 . 
After all iterations, the solution in log-space can be easily con- 
verted to x a , 0 using (9) . 

The quadratic cost function (16) has two additional matrices 
X b , 0 , L i compared to the cost function of incremental G4DVar in 
(2) . These two matrices, however, are trivial to handle because they 
are diagonal matrices and represent weighting factors for each vec- 
tor element. Thus the additional computational expense resulting 
from these two matrices is negligible. 
3. Data assimilation of surface chlorophyll data 
3.1. Model 

In this section, we compare the performance of incremental 
G4DVar and quadratic incremental L4DVar within the twin experi- 
ment framework using a NPZD model coupled to ROMS. The NPZD 
model has four, nonlinearly interacting components: phytoplank- 
ton ( P ), zooplankton ( Z ), nutrient ( N ) and detritus ( D ) ( Powell et al., 
2006; Fiechter et al., 2009 ). Specifically, P uptakes nutrient ( N ) and 
grows following a Michaelis–Menten formulation; it is consumed 
by Z with an Ivlev formulation. The mortality rate of both P and 
Z are linearly proportional to their concentrations and their loss is 
added to D . The concentration of D decreases with the remineral- 
ization of D to N that is linearly proportional to its concentration. 

Table 1  
Parameter names, values and units for the NPZD model. 

Parameter name Value Units 
Light 
Extinction coefficient for sea water 0 .067 m −1 
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 0 .43 Dimensionless 
Phytoplankton 
Self-shading coefficient 0 .02 m 2 mmol N −1 
Initial slope of P –I curve 0 .02 m 2 W −1 
Uptake rate for nitrate 1 .0 day −1 
Half-saturation constant for nitrate 1 .0 mmol N m −3 
Mortality rate 0 .1 day −1 
Zooplankton 
Grazing rate 0 .65 day −1 
Ivlev constant 1 .4 Dimensionless 
Excretion efficiency 0 .3 Dimensionless 
Mortality rate 0 .145 day −1 
Detritus 
Remineralization rate 0 .1 day −1 
Sinking velocity 40 m day −1 

It also redistributes vertically by sinking with prescribed vertical 
sinking velocity. The parameters used in the NPZD model are listed 
in Table 1 . 
3.2. Setting 

The CCS region was chosen for the twin experiment. Our do- 
main covers the region ranging 134–115.5 °W and 30–48 °N with a 
horizontal resolution of 1/3 ° and 30 vertical levels. This model do- 
main has been used in other studies for ROMS 4DVar, and it is 
described in detail by Broquet et al. (2009, 2011) and Moore et al. 
(2011a) . 

To prepare the initial condition for NPZD variables and the 
background error covariance matrix, a 45-year physical-biological 
coupled forward run was executed. The model was forced us- 
ing fluxes derived from CORE2 (Common Ocean-Ice Reference Ex- 
periments; ( Large and Yeager, 2009 )), and open boundary condi- 
tion data was taken from monthly output from the Simple Ocean 
Data Assimilation (SODA, version 2.1.6) data set with half-degree 
resolution ( Carton and Giese, 2008 ). The initial condition for N 
was taken from monthly climatological values (World Ocean Atlas 
2001). Other variables, for which climatological data is not avail- 
able, had uniform concentrations horizontally and vertically with a 
constant value (0.1 mmol N m −3 ). Similar to the initial conditions, 
the open boundary condition for N was derived from climatology 
and a constant boundary value was chosen for P, Z and D . 

The simulations for incremental G4DVar and quadratic incre- 
mental L4DVar started from January 1st, 2001. The initial condi- 
tions for the physical circulation were taken from a data assimi- 
lation run described by Broquet et al. (2009) (i.e., a physical data 
assimilation product on the same model domain within the same 
model framework). Surface forcing fields were derived from daily 
averaged atmospheric conditions produced by the Coupled Ocean 
Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) ( Doyle et al., 
2009 ). Open boundary conditions for physical variables were taken 
from the monthly SODA data set. The initial and boundary condi- 
tions for the NPZD variables were obtained from the 45-year for- 
ward run. The coupled NPZD-ROMS model was integrated for 4 
years from 2001 to 2004. 

Fig. 1 compares the model simulation with the Sea-viewing 
Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) chlorophyll data during those 
4 years. The simulated P is converted to carbon using a C:N = 
(106 mol C):(16 mol N) Redfield ratio and then to chlorophyll us- 
ing a fixed C:Chl ratio of (50 g C):(1 g Chl), although a spatially 
dependent C:Chl ratio may be desirable to reflect variability in 
this value within the diverse phytoplankton of the CCS ( Goebel 
et al., 2010 ). The annually averaged chlorophyll data from the 
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Fully coupled or not Fully coupled?
In principal, bio obs should feed back on physics and vice versa

Demonstrated here in model twin experiment
• Statistics from 30 1-month runs.
• Assimilating physical data and surface Phytoplankton  

• Lowest error from combined PBDA 
(not yet demonstrated with real data)

Song et al. (2016b)

Free Run

Physical DA

Biological DA

Physical and biological DA
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-

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 , but RMSE of P, Z, N and D at the surface. 

--

(a) P, PDA (b) Z, PDA (c) N, PDA (d) D, PDA

(e) P, BDA (f) Z, BDA (g) N, BDA (h) D, BDA

(i) P, PBDA (j) Z, PBDA (k) N, PBDA (l) D, PBDA

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 , but RMSE of P, Z, N and D at the surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 
posterior estimate. Although this is not limited to our assimila- 
tion system, it is possible that degrading increments can be am- 
plified due to the transformation back to the original space us- 
ing the exponential function. We note that the limited areas of 
degradation occur for unobserved variables only, indicating that 
the system improves the phytoplankton estimates through occa- 
sionally unrealistic changes to variables for which we have no in- 
formation other than background error statistics. Such performance 
is not surprising in an estimation system, and generally could be 
improved through observation of other ecosystem elements. 

Two additional experiments outlined above better illustrate 
how modeled dynamics in coupled data assimilation influence the 
final state estimate. In BDAb, biological data is assimilated but 

only biological variables are adjusted. In this case, RMSE in bi- 
ological fields is reduced by approximately 35% on average (not 
shown), less than the reduction by BDA with adjustments to all 
variables. In BDA, the coupled data assimilation system partitions 
improvements to both physical and biological variables. Adjusting 
only biological fields limits the quantitative improvement in bio- 
logical fields over the full assimilation cycle relative to what can 
be achieved through adjustment also of physical fields. RMSE re- 
duction in physical variables is zero in BDAb because adjusted bi- 
ological variables do not affect the physical fields. 

In BDAp physical variables only are adjusted, and misfits in bio- 
logical variables can be reduced only through improvement in cir- 
culation and mixing. Although the phytoplankton biomass RMSE 
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Fig. 2. Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of u, v , SST and SSH at the surface in the four different simulation: free run (blue), analysis by the PDA (light blue), analysis by 
the BDA (white), analysis by the PBDA (light red). Red bar represents the one-month persistence RMSE. Error bars represent standard error from 1200 days (25 days × 12 
months × 4 years). 

-

(a) u, PDA (b) v, PDA (c) SST, PDA (d) SSH, PDA

(e) u, BDA (f) v, BDA (g) SST, BDA (h) SSH, BDA

(i) u, PBDA (j) v, PBDA (k) SST, PBDA (l) SSH, PBDA

Fig. 3. The ratio of the physical variables’ RMSEs between data assimilation runs and free run. Smaller than 1 (cold colors) represents the reduction of the RMSE while larger 
than 1 (warm colors) corresponds to the increased RMSE. White areas with the value 1 mean no change in the RMSE. Top, middle and bottom rows are for PDA, BDA and 
PBDA, respectively, and the columns represent u, v, SST and SSH from the left to the right. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
ical variables, greatest RMSE reduction ( ∼49% on average) for bio- 
logical variables occurs through coupled assimilation of both phys- 
ical and biological data (PBDA), and this reduction is statistically 
significant ( Fig. 4 ). 

Assimilating physical variables leads to mixed effects on the 
biological state estimation at the surface. Fig. 5 (a–d) show that 
PDA has a positive effect near the coastal regions but gener- 
ally degrades the biological estimation offshore. Changes in RM- 
SEs by PDA are similar in overall magnitude for all four biologi- 
cal variables. BDA and PBDA result in comparable RMSE reduction 
( Fig. 5 (e–l)). Largest RMSE improvement using these two methods 
occurs for phytoplankton, the observed variable. The second largest 

reduction in RMSE is seen in detritus. RMSE reduction for P and D 
occurs throughout the model domain. The improvements in zoo- 
plankton by BDA and PBDA occur mainly near the coast ( Fig. 5 (f,j)). 
Least improvement is found in the nutrient estimation, and it is vi- 
sually similar to the improvement by PDA ( Fig. 5 (c,g,k)). 

We note that although overall error decreases in all variables, 
there are limited regions where the RMSE increases after assim- 
ilating surface phytoplankton, even in PBDA. Such error increases 
occur most visibly in Z and N, but also at one location in D 
( Fig. 5 (f,g,j,k)). The NPZD model is a simple but highly nonlin- 
ear system, sometimes stretching the linear approximation used 
in 4DVar systems. In such cases, the increments can degrade the 
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occurs for phytoplankton, the observed variable. The second largest 
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occurs throughout the model domain. The improvements in zoo- 
plankton by BDA and PBDA occur mainly near the coast ( Fig. 5 (f,j)). 
Least improvement is found in the nutrient estimation, and it is vi- 
sually similar to the improvement by PDA ( Fig. 5 (c,g,k)). 

We note that although overall error decreases in all variables, 
there are limited regions where the RMSE increases after assim- 
ilating surface phytoplankton, even in PBDA. Such error increases 
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We have developed L4D-Var for ROMS with 
two ecosystem models

NPZD
(Powell et al. 2006)

NEMURO
(Kishi et al. 2011)

4 boxes 11 boxes



1-Day SeaWiFS

Model –No Assimilation

Model –With Assimilation

Mattern et al. (2017)

Fully coupled 4D-Var using NEMURO 
Surface chl-a, Year 2000



UCSC Coupled Physical/Biogeochemical System 
ROMS 4D-Var, 2011-present

(http://oceanmodeling.ucsc.edu/ ccsra_nem_2017a/)
• 1/10o CCS ROMS configuration

• Online since July 2014

• 4-day assimilation cycles

• Assimilates SST, SSH, SCHL, glider T/S, 
Argo T/S, HF RADAR velocities

• Model output available on a TDS

• Figures of model fields posted

• Calendar searchable



An application:
The recent warm 
blob in the Pacific
• ~3oC multiannual 

marine heatwave

• What are the 
ecosystem impacts 
of this anomalous 
event?

Figure from Barth et al. (2018)



SST > 1 σ
March 2014 until June 2016

The Blob and El Niño as seen by 
a bgc/physical reanalysis



Central CCS Diatom fields, July-Sept Averages

Average in time (JAS) and
in space (cross-shore distance)

All 4 years

Annual average 
diatom stock low
during 2014-2015

Distance from shore



Diatom budget
(summertime average)

dP/dt = advection + diffusion + new production 
+ recycled production + grazing + excretion
+ respiration + mortality

dP/dt = advection + diffusion + growth + losses

Mostly a balance between 
growth and losses with a  
small contribution by 
advection nearshore.

Distance from shore



Summertime dynamical balances 
reveal starkly different new 

primary production JAS 2014

JAS 2016JAS 2015

dP/dt = advection + diffusion + new production 
+ recycled production + grazing + excretion
+ respiration + mortality

Distance from shoreDistance from shore



Explanation
• Changes in new production can be due to 

changes in
– light
– temperature 
• higher temp -> higher growth rates

– nutrient flux

• Note anomalous summer lows in 2014/2015

2013 2014 2015 2016



Physical nitrate transport
(monthly averages, averaged to 50km from shore)

Vertical nitrate flux
across 30 m depth

Vertical velocity
across 30 m depth

Equatorward 
wind stress

Nitrate
at 30 m depth

Vertical nitrate flux predominantly results from vertical 
velocity (94% of variance) 

2013 2014 2015 20162013 2014 2015 2016



79% of variance in new production accounted for by 
nitrate flux, 67% by wind stress

Diatom budget terms 
(monthly averages, averaged to 50km from shore)

Non-conservative changes
due to  assimilation cycles

New production

Recycled production

diffusion

advection 2013 2014 2015 2016



• NRT L4D-Var, physical and BGC data assimilation underway in the 
CCS for years.

• Reanalysis provides a sensible dynamical interpolation from sparse 
data and offers a platform for dynamical analysis to understand 
ecosystem impacts of physical drivers.

• During 2014-2015 (Blob)
– Low Diatom annual average concentration
– Recycled production not particularly anomalous.  
– New production was anomalous.
– Springtime new production not significantly impacted
– Summertime new production significantly lowered
– Vertical nitrate flux dominated by vertical velocity (and wind 

sress), not nutricline depth

Summary
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Fig. 7. Terms in the phytoplankton (a) and nutrient (b) budgets averaged over the coastal area during the upwelling season (from April to September) from the posterior 
solution (after data assimilation). The time-rate of change in phytoplankton ( !P) is partitioned into an advective flux divergence (Adv), horizontal diffusive (H.Diff) and 
vertical (V.Diff) flux divergence, primary productivity (Prod), grazing (Graz) and mortality (Mort). The phytoplankton increment produced by assimilation is denoted δP. In 
the NO 3 budget, biological sources consist of remineralization (Remin) and addition by excretion (Excre). Uptake is the sink, and the NO 3 increment is labeled δN. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
in the absence of data assimilation can be written 
∂P 
∂t + ∇ · (u P ) = ∇ · ( K ∇P ) + Production + Grazing 

+ Mortality , (6) 
where the time-rate of change and advective flux divergences 
are balanced by diffusive flux divergences and biological sources 
and sinks. For phytoplankton, biological processes included in this 
model are phytoplankton production, grazing by zooplankton and 
phytoplankton mortality. A similar equation applies to the nutrient 
budget, but biological sources consist of unassimilated excretion 
and remineralization from detritus, phytoplankton and zooplank- 
ton, and the nutrient sink is uptake by phytoplankton. ROMS in- 
cludes diagnostic tools to quantify each of these terms in a form 
consistent with the discretization, and the budget for the time and 
space average is shown in Fig. 7 . Time-mean increments for phy- 
toplankton and nutrients, δP and δN are also shown. 

In the phytoplankton budget, the largest term is biological pro- 
duction, and grazing has the next largest amplitude. The next most 
significant terms in order of their magnitude are phytoplankton 
mortality, the vertical diffusive flux, and the time-rate of change, 
!P . For comparison, we include the mean phytoplankton incre- 
ment, denoted δP , produced by the assimilation, and observe that 
it is smaller than all the previously mentioned changes. 

The nitrogen budget gives a similar impression. Although the 
assimilation-produced increment, δN is larger than the remineral- 

ization and excretion, it is smaller than the more dominant terms 
in the budget. 

Finally, as a different measure of assimilation-induced budget 
changes, we calculate the time-mean of the absolute value of 
the ratio between the increment and the production in the phy- 
toplankton budget and between the nutrient increment and up- 
take: 
R P = | δP | 

| Prod | (7) 
R N = | δN | 

| uptake | . (8) 
We find R P = 6 . 4% and R N = 7 . 4% in our experiments. The as- 

similation procedure produces alterations to the state variables 
that are small compared to dominant biological processes in the 
respective biological budgets calculated by the NPZD model. 
5.2.5. Subsurface, unassimilated data 

Finally, we note that the RMSE computed using unassimilated 
data (chlorophyll and NO 3 in the upper 200 m) is also smallest 
in the PBDA experiment ( Table 4 ). The error reduction in PBDA 
is quite small relative to FREE, but it shows potential for the 
assimilation system to spread some information vertically. Satel- 
lite estimates of chlorophyll can differ from in situ observations. 
Kahru et al. (2012) find that the chlorophyll estimation algorithm 
for SeaWiFS underestimates chlorophyll biomass concentrations in 

Please cite this article as: H. Song et al., Data assimilation in a coupled physical-biogeochemical model of the California current system 
using an incremental lognormal 4-dimensional variational approach: Part 3, assimilation in a realistic context using satellite and in situ 
observations, Ocean Modelling (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2016.06.005  
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Fig. 10. The diatom fraction ( [diatoms] 
[diatoms]+[nanophytoplankton] ) for NEMURO in the (a,b) free simulation and (b,c) with data assimilation. The left column (a,c) show the annual average 

of the diatom fraction at the model surface, (b,d) show a 2D histogram (log-scaled) of the diatom fraction relative to the chlorophyll a concentration at the surface. 

Fig. 11. The mean normalized 4-day RMSE of 93  forecasting simulations as a function of the number of forecasting days in comparison to the assimilative and free sim- 
ulations for both NPZD and NEMURO. RMSEs are shown for (a) temperature observations and (b) log-transformed chlorophyll a data in the 200km coastal region (region 
shown in Fig. 1  ). The RMSEs are computed in 4-day bins, which coincide with the 4D-Var cycles, each normalized using the NPZD free simulation results to reduce the 
effect seasonal variation, before being averaged. For reference, the insets (c) and (d) show the corresponding non-normalized 4-day RMSEs for the assimilative and free 
simulations. For the assimilative simulations, the RMSEs for both prior and posterior solutions are shown, the forecasts are started from the prior solutions. Note, that it 
would take exactly 4 days, the length of an assimilation cycle, for a forecast to reach the prior DA error if started from the posterior solutions instead (indicated by the grey 
shaded areas in (a) and (b)). Note also, that the 4-day RMSEs differ from the RMSE values in Fig. 4 . 

The free (non-assimilative) simulations broadly recreate the 
general BGC dynamics of the CCS. Nearshore waters are more 
eutrophic and exhibit higher phytoplankton biomass and chloro- 
phyll a concentrations than the oligotrophic offshore region. Up- 
welling events in March through September deliver cold, nutrient- 
rich water to the surface, fueling a series of phytoplankton blooms 

along the coast. In comparison to the satellite data, the timing 
and intensity of these events is often inaccurate, especially in the 
NPZD model where peak chlorophyll a concentrations frequently 
exceed those in the data. Offshore, both free simulations under- 
estimate chlorophyll a concentrations, with a stronger negative 
bias present in the NPZD surface chlorophyll a estimates. The Mattern et al. (2017)



2 negative impacts of physical assimilation 
on ecosystem response

(Fig. 4c), yet maintains the improvement in correlation to satellite
estimates relative to the forward run (Fig. 4f). Summary statistics
(Table 1) reveal that average error bias of the DA-O run falls
between the other two experiments when averaged over the
whole domain, north coast, and offshore zones. Along the south
coast, the error bias has been reduced to near zero, which is
anomalous relative to both forward and data assimilative runs.
Spatially averaged correlations for DA-O are slightly reduced
but very close to the original DA run. Finally, subsurface biases
are also impacted by the DA-O approach. In Fig. 5, NO3 levels
using the overlapped assimilation scheme are similar to data
assimilation near the surface, with improvements largely con-
fined to depths below 50 m; chlorophyll bias for DA-O is similar
to that for DA, though slightly worsened near 40 m depth. Over-
all, this simple approach to reducing vertical velocity fluctuations
associated with data assimilation initialization results in a mean-
ingful reduction in time-averaged surface phytoplankton concen-
trations in low-amplitude zones, with no major deleterious
effects over the original DA approach, and supports the biological
rectification hypothesis.

Nutrient concentration on density surfaces

Although shock mitigation improves the ecosystem response, it
does not fully reduce elevated phytoplankton concentrations in oli-
gotrophic waters to levels observed or modeled in the forward run.
As a result, we consider an alternate impact of data assimilation
that may affect uptake and phytoplankton concentrations,

specifically how nutrients are distributed on density surfaces.
While assimilation of physical data improves the nitrate bias over
most depths (Fig. 5), it increases nitrate variance. In Fig. 9, scatter-
plots of nitrate and density are presented for in situ CalCOFI
stations and for identical sampling of the forward and data assim-
ilative model runs for the year 2003. In density space, CalCOFI data
show the least scatter about its mean value at each density level,
and the forward model appears only modestly broader in its
spread. In contrast, the data assimilative run reveals considerably
more varied nitrate levels, and all are quantified by the standard
deviations of nitrate as a function of density (Fig. 9d). At most den-
sity levels, nitrate standard deviations in the DA run are about
twice those of nature. Such an outcome is sensible for a system
that adjusts physical variables but leaves ecosystem tracers in
place at cycle initialization. Even if at the end of one cycle, the den-
sity/nutrient relationship is perfect, but isopycnals are at the
wrong depths, the assimilation system for the next cycle adjusts
the isopycnal only, thereby generating nitrate variance on density
surfaces. An increase in nutrient variance in a region of low mean
effectively increases the mean level and will drive biological
dynamics if the fields are unbalanced. In the well-lit upper water
column, the mean nutrient levels are higher in the DA run than
in the forward experiment.

The DA-O experiment revealed nearly identical nitrate variance
on density surfaces to the DA case, even in the least dense waters
(Fig. 9d), indicating that initialization shock is not the primary
cause of the nutrient scatter. We believe that the nutrient scatter
is primarily the result of adjustment by DA of broad isopycanal tilt

Fig. 9. Scatterplots of NO3 and density at CalCOFI stations for (a) CalCOFI data, (b) forward model and (c) data assimilation, and (d) their corresponding standard deviations in
density space.
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and negative vertical velocities. High vertical velocity fluctuations
can be stimulated by data assimilation through initialization shock,
a subject that has been well-known in meteorology (e.g., see
Machenhauer, 1977). Dynamical imbalance in the data assimilative
model between sea surface height, internal density and velocity
fields results in a physical adjustment in the form of gravity waves
that transiently upwell nutrients. At the top of their transient
excursion, fluid parcels experience relatively higher light levels,
stimulating phytoplankton growth. We note that under optimal
conditions, the time-scale for small phytoplankton to grow in this
model is about 1 day with longer time-scales resulting from nutri-
ent limitation or too high or too low light levels (Goebel et al.,
2010). Thus initialization shock may drive a net, upward nutrient
flux and phytoplankton growth, a process we refer to as biological
rectification. Such a physical adjustment was speculated as one of
three possible causes for modeled increases in phytoplankton con-
centrations in the related study of Berline et al. (2007), though they
did not explore this possibility further. Here, we examine the ver-
tical velocity field and perform a nutrient budget analysis to estab-
lish this mechanism as a cause of the observed phytoplankton bias.

One requirement for the biological rectification hypothesis is
that root mean square (RMS) vertical velocity is larger in the data
assimilative model than in the forward model. Fig. 6a and b present
the standard deviation of vertical velocity at 50 m depth, averaged
over the year 2003, for the forward and data assimilation experi-
ments, respectively. Data assimilation leads to substantially higher
RMS velocities over the entire domain, with particularly high
increases in the southwest corner. Similar differences between for-
ward and assimilative model output were found at other depths.

A nutrient budget analysis quantifies the net nutrient fluxes
associated with different driving processes. Generally, a biogeo-
chemical nutrient N belongs to either the biologically available
inorganic pool or to one of several organic compartments (phyto-
plankton, zooplankton, dissolved or particulate organic matter):

½N"total ¼ ½N"inorganic þ ½N"phyto þ ½N"zoo þ ½N"DOM þ ½N"POM ð1Þ

where [N] is the nutrient concentration. In our self-assembling eco-
system model as in many biogeochemical models, nutrient uptake
by phytoplankton transfers nutrients from the inorganic pool to
an organic pool. Unassimilated grazing and phytoplankton and zoo-
plankton mortality export a fraction of material to particulate and
dissolved components, which are then remineralized back into inor-
ganic form.

The budget for inorganic nutrient Ninorganic (after dropping the
subscript) can be expressed in terms of an advection–diffusion
equation with biological sources and sinks as
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where u, v are horizontal velocities, w is the vertical velocity, and KH

and KV represent the coefficients of horizontal and vertical eddy dif-
fusivity, respectively. The first three terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (2) represent horizontal and vertical advection, with three diffu-
sion terms then following. The last term, S, encompasses biological
sources and sinks of inorganic nutrients such as uptake or
remineralization.

To isolate the influence of higher frequency oscillations, we sep-
arate the mean flux from fluxes associated with variability through
a Reynolds decomposition applied to terms in Eq. (2). Each field
consists of the sum of an annual mean plus perturbations to the
annual mean. For example, vertical velocity can be represented
as w ¼ wþw0, where the overbar indicates a mean. The annually
averaged vertical nutrient flux is then given by wN ¼ wN þw0N0.
In addition to a full budget as given by Eq. (2), we examine also
the eddy flux terms such as w0N0 to better understand the overall
impact of time-varying motion on nutrient transport.

Fig. 7 presents the nutrient budget analysis for inorganic NO3,
applied to the forward and data assimilative runs. The calculation
is made over an abyssal plain region spanning 125–132!W and 31–
36!N, chosen to be relatively free of boundary and coastal circula-
tion effects and shown in Fig. 1. Lines represent the forward model
in blue and data assimilation run in red. Fig. 7a shows the time-
rate of change (solid line, LHS of Eq. (2)) and the sum of advection
and diffusion terms (dashed). The difference between solid and
dashed curves is equal to biological sources and sinks, not shown
as a separate curve. While the time rate of change of NO3 (solid
line) is comparable for either model experiment, the sum of advec-
tion and diffusion in the upper water column is much larger in the
assimilation experiment. Thus the data assimilation run has a sub-
stantially larger biological transfer from the inorganic form
through uptake than the forward model. Fig. 7b shows the total
advective flux divergence of inorganic NO3, which at a depth of
about 30 m shows a sharp increase in the data assimilative run rel-
ative to the forward model output. Further diagnosis reveals that in
the upper water column, the large advective flux divergence in the

Fig. 6. RMS vertical velocity (m day' 1) at 50 m depth for (a) the forward model, (b) data assimilation, and (c) data assimilation with overlapped assimilation cycles.
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and negative vertical velocities. High vertical velocity fluctuations
can be stimulated by data assimilation through initialization shock,
a subject that has been well-known in meteorology (e.g., see
Machenhauer, 1977). Dynamical imbalance in the data assimilative
model between sea surface height, internal density and velocity
fields results in a physical adjustment in the form of gravity waves
that transiently upwell nutrients. At the top of their transient
excursion, fluid parcels experience relatively higher light levels,
stimulating phytoplankton growth. We note that under optimal
conditions, the time-scale for small phytoplankton to grow in this
model is about 1 day with longer time-scales resulting from nutri-
ent limitation or too high or too low light levels (Goebel et al.,
2010). Thus initialization shock may drive a net, upward nutrient
flux and phytoplankton growth, a process we refer to as biological
rectification. Such a physical adjustment was speculated as one of
three possible causes for modeled increases in phytoplankton con-
centrations in the related study of Berline et al. (2007), though they
did not explore this possibility further. Here, we examine the ver-
tical velocity field and perform a nutrient budget analysis to estab-
lish this mechanism as a cause of the observed phytoplankton bias.

One requirement for the biological rectification hypothesis is
that root mean square (RMS) vertical velocity is larger in the data
assimilative model than in the forward model. Fig. 6a and b present
the standard deviation of vertical velocity at 50 m depth, averaged
over the year 2003, for the forward and data assimilation experi-
ments, respectively. Data assimilation leads to substantially higher
RMS velocities over the entire domain, with particularly high
increases in the southwest corner. Similar differences between for-
ward and assimilative model output were found at other depths.

A nutrient budget analysis quantifies the net nutrient fluxes
associated with different driving processes. Generally, a biogeo-
chemical nutrient N belongs to either the biologically available
inorganic pool or to one of several organic compartments (phyto-
plankton, zooplankton, dissolved or particulate organic matter):

½N"total ¼ ½N"inorganic þ ½N"phyto þ ½N"zoo þ ½N"DOM þ ½N"POM ð1Þ

where [N] is the nutrient concentration. In our self-assembling eco-
system model as in many biogeochemical models, nutrient uptake
by phytoplankton transfers nutrients from the inorganic pool to
an organic pool. Unassimilated grazing and phytoplankton and zoo-
plankton mortality export a fraction of material to particulate and
dissolved components, which are then remineralized back into inor-
ganic form.

The budget for inorganic nutrient Ninorganic (after dropping the
subscript) can be expressed in terms of an advection–diffusion
equation with biological sources and sinks as
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where u, v are horizontal velocities, w is the vertical velocity, and KH

and KV represent the coefficients of horizontal and vertical eddy dif-
fusivity, respectively. The first three terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (2) represent horizontal and vertical advection, with three diffu-
sion terms then following. The last term, S, encompasses biological
sources and sinks of inorganic nutrients such as uptake or
remineralization.

To isolate the influence of higher frequency oscillations, we sep-
arate the mean flux from fluxes associated with variability through
a Reynolds decomposition applied to terms in Eq. (2). Each field
consists of the sum of an annual mean plus perturbations to the
annual mean. For example, vertical velocity can be represented
as w ¼ wþw0, where the overbar indicates a mean. The annually
averaged vertical nutrient flux is then given by wN ¼ wN þw0N0.
In addition to a full budget as given by Eq. (2), we examine also
the eddy flux terms such as w0N0 to better understand the overall
impact of time-varying motion on nutrient transport.

Fig. 7 presents the nutrient budget analysis for inorganic NO3,
applied to the forward and data assimilative runs. The calculation
is made over an abyssal plain region spanning 125–132!W and 31–
36!N, chosen to be relatively free of boundary and coastal circula-
tion effects and shown in Fig. 1. Lines represent the forward model
in blue and data assimilation run in red. Fig. 7a shows the time-
rate of change (solid line, LHS of Eq. (2)) and the sum of advection
and diffusion terms (dashed). The difference between solid and
dashed curves is equal to biological sources and sinks, not shown
as a separate curve. While the time rate of change of NO3 (solid
line) is comparable for either model experiment, the sum of advec-
tion and diffusion in the upper water column is much larger in the
assimilation experiment. Thus the data assimilation run has a sub-
stantially larger biological transfer from the inorganic form
through uptake than the forward model. Fig. 7b shows the total
advective flux divergence of inorganic NO3, which at a depth of
about 30 m shows a sharp increase in the data assimilative run rel-
ative to the forward model output. Further diagnosis reveals that in
the upper water column, the large advective flux divergence in the

Fig. 6. RMS vertical velocity (m day' 1) at 50 m depth for (a) the forward model, (b) data assimilation, and (c) data assimilation with overlapped assimilation cycles.
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Nutrient/density relation

Raghukumar et al. (2015)

that occur at the start of each cycle. The shocks indicate gravity wave
generation by dynamical imbalance of the assimilation cycle initial
conditions; importantly, near surface shocks dissipate rapidly, hav-
ing large amplitude only a day or two following cycle initialization,
followed by lower frequency oscillations. At 50 m depth, the sus-
tained amplitude of vertical velocity oscillations in both the forward
and data assimilative experiments is much larger than at the surface
owing to buoyancy effects. These oscillations have periods of
approximately 0.7–0.9 days (i.e., near-inertial), depending on the
station chosen. Near the surface, the vertical velocity PSD reveals a
red-spectrum for the forward model, but broadband energy at all
frequencies for the data assimilative run. At depth, the two PSDs
have similar structure, though the data assimilative run shows sub-
stantially higher energy at all frequencies.

Our offline procedure uses daily snapshots of the circulation,
which effectively aliases all frequencies above 2 cycles per day to
lower frequencies. This factor may contribute to quantitatively dif-
ferent overall phytoplankton growth than would occur in an online
procedure. However, separate calculations with online calculations
also show qualitatively similar, high overall levels of phytoplankton.

Mitigation of initialization shock

The rapid decline in near surface amplitude suggests a test of
the hypothesis that vertical velocity fluctuations drive the phyto-

plankton stock increase following assimilation as well as one pos-
sible strategy for mitigation for this effect. In addition to our
standard data assimilation run with sequential 14-day assimilation
cycles, we tested 14-day assimilation cycles that were overlapped
by one week, using only the final 7 days of each cycle to drive the
ecosystem model. This approach allows 7 days for the largest
amplitude shocks to diminish following assimilation cycle initiali-
zation, though at the computational expense of doubling the calcu-
lation of assimilation fields. We refer to this run as DA-O and
results using this approach are presented in several figures.

In Fig. 8, the red lines reveal that the largest shocks are elim-
inated by this strategy, and the overall PSD resembles the for-
ward run much more closely than the DA run. However, at
depth, the energy of the DA-O run is not reduced relative to
DA. These results are representative of general parts of the
domain; RMS vertical velocity at 50 m is reduced from the DA
run but still larger than the forward run (Fig. 6c). This reduction
in vertical velocity variance does have a direct impact on phyto-
plankton standing stock as well. When compared to DA, DA-O
shows reduced phytoplankton concentrations, particularly in the
southwest corner of the domain (Fig. 3c). The spatial structure
in phytoplankton distribution, particularly the gradient along
the edge of the continental shelf is also improved relative to
the original data assimilation case. This approach results in a
reduced chlorophyll error bias at the surface relative to DA

Fig. 8. Time-series (upper) and power spectrum (lower) of vertical velocity near the surface (a) and (c) and 50 m depth (b) and (d) over 8 days. Shown are the curves for the
forward model (Fwd), data assimilation (DA), assimilation with a one-week overlap of two-week cycles (DA-O).
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Fig. 4. Root mean square error (RMSE) of free and assimilative runs for the four assimilated observation types (top row) and the three independent datasets (second row) 
used in the comparisons in Section 3.3 . Shown are the results of six model simulations, the free simulations, joint physical-BGC data assimilation (denoted DA) and physical 
data (exclusively) assimilation (denoted PDA). 
with this dataset can only provide a limited view on the subsur- 
face performance of the models for two key variables. For Cal- 
COFI subsurface chlorophyll a ( Fig. 4 e), the NEMURO free simu- 
lation performs significantly better than NPZD. Both models ben- 
efit from the joint physical-BGC data assimilation, with NEMURO 
showing slight improvements in the subsurface fit, while the 
NPZD improves more markedly – yet without matching the NE- 
MURO results. The inclusion of results from a NPZD and a NE- 
MURO simulation with assimilation of physical data alone, sug- 
gest that the fit to CalCOFI chlorophyll a improves from physical 
data assimilation (likely through an inadvertent increase in sur- 
face chlorophyll a , as described earlier) and then improves again 
when the chlorophyll a satellite observations are added to the 
assimilation. 

For CalCOFI NO 3 , NPZD and NEMURO results are more similar: 
the observation misfit of the free simulations is nearly identical be- 
tween the two models and it decreases only slightly with physical 
data assimilation ( Fig. 4 f). Joint physical-BGC assimilation shows 
little to no additional benefit over the physical data assimilation 
results. 

To assess the surface NO 3 performance at a larger scale, albeit 
at a coarser spatial and temporal resolution, we compare the mod- 
els to the WOA seasonal NO 3 climatology. As the data are climato- 
logical, we do not expect a particularly good fit of our simulations, 
yet neither do we expect strong deviations of seasonal averages 
from their climatological values. With respect to this dataset, the 
assimilation has a negative effect ( Fig. 4 g), especially for the NPZD 
model where the misfit to the WOA data increases greatly for both 
physical and joint physical-BGC assimilation. The assimilative NE- 
MURO results also worsen, albeit only slightly. These results sug- 
gest that physical data assimilation alone or in combination with 
surface chlorophyll a does not necessarily help improving result of 
other BGC surface variables in this realistic application (in contrast 
to previous model twin experiments in Song et al. (2012) where 
the fit to NO 3 improved through chlorophyll a assimilation). 
3.4. Impact of the assimilation system 

The corrections introduced to the model state by the assimi- 
lation system manifest themselves in strong horizontal gradients 

in Hovmöller diagrams (see Fig. 3 d,f), hinting that the assimilation 
system has a strong impact on the model state even in later as- 
similation cycles. Surface increments to chlorophyll a are greater 
for NPZD compared to NEMURO and not evenly distributed in time 
or space ( Fig. 5 a–d). For NPZD, net negative increments dominate 
the coastal region in the center of the domain and the southern 
offshore part. Positive increments in the northern part of the do- 
main correct the underestimation noticeable in the free simula- 
tion off the Washington coast ( Fig. 2 c–d). Interestingly, both mod- 
els exhibit negative chlorophyll a increments in the offshore parts 
of the domain where the free simulations underestimate chloro- 
phyll a . A comparison with simulations in which chlorophyll a ob- 
servations were excluded from the assimilation ( Fig. 3 a,b) reveals 
that the assimilation of physical observations alone leads to an in- 
crease in offshore chlorophyll a , accompanied by an overestimation 
at the surface in both models. In the joint assimilation, the nega- 
tive chlorophyll a increments are likely a corrective response to the 
changes brought by the assimilation of the physical observations 
(impacts of the assimilation of physical data on the biological state 
are discussed in Section 4 ). The largest coastal increments, both 
in the positive and negative direction, are applied in the middle 
of the year ( Fig. 5 b). The pattern for NEMURO chlorophyll a in- 
crements ( Fig. 5 c,d) are similar to those of NPZD, yet at a lower 
magnitude. 

In order to improve the fit to chlorophyll a data, the assimila- 
tion system can introduce increments to any variable that provides 
feedback to chlorophyll a . For example, if the model is overesti- 
mating chlorophyll a levels with respect to the observations, the 
most direct way to achieve a better fit to the observations is for 
the assimilation system to introduce negative increments to the 
phytoplankton variable(s). A less direct way is to positively incre- 
ment zooplankton concentrations, thereby lowering chlorophyll a 
through increased grazing. Alternatively, negative increments to 
nutrients typically decrease phytoplankton growth and can thus 
also lead to a reduction of chlorophyll a . Many more feedback 
options may exist and in complex model formulations like NE- 
MURO’s, competition between phytoplankton groups with different 
nitrate-to-chlorophyll a ratios can even be used to adjust chloro- 
phyll a levels. Generally, the assimilation system will use a combi- 
nation of all available options to create a better fit to the observa- 
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